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Mobile Application and Product Development
Project Stakeholder Management
Agenda
! About Project Stakeholders




○ Create Stakeholder lost
○ Create Stakeholder matrix
○ Create RACI matrix
! Midterm Review
Who are Project Stakeholders?
Who are Project Stakeholders?
"An individual, group, or organization, who may 
affect, be affected by, or perceive itself to be 
affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of a 
project" (Project Management Institute, 2013)
Stakeholder Objectives








! Product user group
! Project testers
! Any group impacted by the project as it progresses
! Any group impacted by the project when it is completed
! Subcontractors to the project
! Consultants to the project
Finding Stakeholders
! Who is directly involved with the project?
! Who is indirectly involved with the project?
! Who may be affected by the project?
! Who may be affected by the project’s outcome?
! Who gains or loses from the project’s success?
! Who wants to complete the project successfully and who doesn’t?
Finding Stakeholders
! Who are the suppliers?
! Who is the user of the result of the project?
! Who are the competitors?
! Who are the shareholders?
! Is any local community impacted by the project or its outcome?
! Who has the authority to influence the project or its outcome?
! Who has the authority to make the project succeed?
! Who can make your project fail?
Stakeholder Matrix
Stakeholder Matrix
Business Process Management Alignment
RACI Matrix - Responsibility Assignment Matrix
“A RACI matrix is the simplest, most effective means for defining and documenting 
project roles and responsibilities. Knowing exactly who is responsible, who is 
accountable, who needs to be consulted, and who must be kept informed at every 




! R = Responsible (also Recommender)
○ Those who do the work to complete the task.
! A = Accountable (also Approver or final approving authority)
○ The one ultimately answerable for the correct and thorough completion of the deliverable or 
task, the one who ensures the prerequisites of the task are met and who delegates the work to 
those responsible.
! C = Consulted (sometimes Consultant or counsel)
○ Those whose opinions are sought, typically subject matter experts; and with whom there is 
two-way communication.
! I = Informed (also Informee)
○ Those who are kept up-to-date on progress, often only on completion of the task or 
deliverable; and with whom there is just one-way communication.
RACI Matrix
RACI Matrix
RACI - Analysis for each Stakeholder
! Are there too many R's: Does one stakeholder have too much of the project 
assigned to them?
! No empty cells: Does the stakeholder need to be involved in so many of the 
activities? Can Responsible be changed to Consulted, or Consulted changed 
to Informed? I.e., are there too many "cooks in this kitchen" to keep things 
moving? 
! Buy-in: Does each stakeholder totally agree with the role that they are 
specified to play in this version of the model? When such agreement is 
achieved, that should be included in the project's charter and documentation.
RACI - Common Problems
! No R's: Who is doing the work in this step and getting things done? Whose 
role is it to take the initiative?
! Too many R's: Is this another sign of too many "cooks in this kitchen" to keep 
things moving?
! No A's: Who is Accountable? There must be one 'A' for every step of the 
PLC. One stakeholder must be Accountable for the thing happening -- "the 
buck stops" with this person.
RACI - Common Problems
! More than one A: Is there confusion on decision rights? Stakeholders with 
accountability have the final say on how the work should be done and how 
conflicts are resolved. Multiple A's invite slow and contentious decision-
making.
! Every box filled in: Do all the stakeholders really need to be involved? Are 
there justifiable benefits in involving all the stakeholders, or is this just 
covering all the bases?
RACI - Common Problems
! A lot of C's: Do all the stakeholders need to be routinely Consulted, or can 
they be kept Informed and raise exceptional circumstances if they feel they 
need to be Consulted? Too many C's in the loop really slows down the 
project.
! Are all true stakeholders included in this model: Sometimes this is more 
of a challenge to ensure, as it's an error of omission. This is often best 
addressed by a steering committee or management team.
Group Exercise:  Stakeholder List, Stakeholder Matrix, & RACI Matrix
Midterm Review - Basics
! What is the PMI?




○ Finish to start (FS)
○ Finish to finish (FF)
○ Start to start (SS)
○ Start to finish (SF)




! Monitoring and Controlling
! Closing
Midterm Review - Organization Hierarchy Types
1. Functional
a. PM has no authority
b. Resources are hard to come by
c. Resources report to Functional Managers
2. Projectized
a. Most people work on projects full-time
b. PMs have complete authority over resources and budget
c. Resources report to Project Managers
3. Matrix
a. Hybrid of Functional and Projectized
Midterm Review - Procurement
Buying or acquiring things from outside of your organization




○ SCRUM Development Team
! User Stories
○ As a < type of user >, I want < some goal > so that < some reason >.
! Planning Poker
Midterm Review - Agile
! SCRUM - The Daily Standup
○ 15 minute meeting
○ 3 questions
■ What did I accomplish yesterday?
■ What am I working on today?
■ Any blockers?
! Sprint Retrospective
Midterm Review - Stakeholder Management
! Who are the stakeholders?
! Stakeholder matrix
! RACI matrix
Midterm Q&A
Any questions?
